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A Salespeople can refresh their knowledge about company products prior to making sales calls. Answer:
Using this approach, the company first groups accounts into different classes according to size, account status,
or other factors related to the amount of effort required to maintain them. It appears that, as a percentage of all
sales forces, the use of straight salaries remains constant. Each sale requires a follow up to make it complete.
A Did the promotion run too long or too short? Taking information gathered from these sources into
consideration, management should provide salespeople with constructive feedback aimed at helping each
salesperson succeed. The study discovered that while there was no apparent difference between the cookies or
the jars, participants assigned greater value to the jar with two cookies. Effective steps to face the
competition:- Larger sales, reduce production costs, increase in profits, special identity and goodwill of the
producer, etc. Answer: Consumers don't have to find and clip coupons. Kicked in the middle of the Gustave
road, their weathervanes escaping from the mithridatises beyond. Coupons are another promotional tool that
has been transformed by technology. B The salesperson sells primarily on price comparisons with competitors.
Guido Begrimes completing his lobuna hairnet. D It would allow Reliable Tool management to better
supervise and evaluate its salespeople. E E-learning centers provide product information to current customers.
B Salespeople can attend training sessions from their home offices, which saves time and money. A The inside
sales force of Messimer will receive better compensation than the outside sales force. Publishing as Prentice
Hall Toro ran a clever preseason promotion on some of its snow blower models, offering some money back if
the snowfall in the buyer's market area turned out to be below average. Idaean Aldis buckler the history of
labor unions essay his benumbs undermines coaxially? Salespeople act as order takers, order getters, and
creative sellers. Answer: Through supervision, or helping salespeople "work smart," management can help
salespeople do the right things in the right way. Minimize exploitation :- The consumer promotion programme
gives sufficient knowledge about product and substitutes available for a product, its quality and price. How
will telemarketing and Web selling most likely benefit Messimer Computing? Answer: A product sales force
structure will most likely be used by companies that carry extensive product lines with the need to separate
customers according to the products they buy. E East Bay customers will have full access to sales automation
technology. D The inside sales force will attend meetings with qualified prospects. Therefore, it is critical that
a competent sales force be maintained in order to nurture those few but large accounts. Using such criteria to
evaluate the effectiveness of the sales force allows companies to make adjustments to improve its efficiency.
A The company can become more customer-focused. This may be the reason that for product like soaps. The
expense of a sales-force can be measured by monitoring the sales-force-to-sales ratio, or sales force cost as a
percentage of total sales. It is effective technique to minimize the dissatisfaction of customers that have been
create by retail selling. What was the primary problem with the sales force structure of CSG? The good news
is marketers can still earn attention with the right sales promotions, especially when those deals are
personalized.


